Studio Time
Studio Time is a program created by B Lovee LLC designed to occupy the idle time of our
young idle minds. Hip Hop and music in general is a universal language. A universal tool of
self-expression and natural mental therapy. Brandon Lovee, President of B Lovee LLC once
asked a 16 year old male of Richmond Public Schools, “If you could kick it in the studio from the
time you leave school to the second you go to sleep, would you?” His response was, “Bruh I get
out of school at 2:45, what’s up?.” A month later, the young King was sitting in the studio for 6
hours with legendary engineer and artist Michael Millions.
The mission behind Studio Time is to provide quality recording and engineering for the future of
tomorrow’s music. Submerging the young wordsmith around true hip hop artist will mold the
minds of our youth into creating original and powerful art. This aspect of Studio Time will attract
those youth who truly wish to take their music seriously. Ultimately, the more time in the studio,
the less time in the streets.
The goal is to have a single 2 hour practice session for 3 weeks in a smaller, more personal
studio. On week 4, we will end the month with a 6 hour session, taking the time to professionally
record and craft the best tracks from the 3 weeks prior. Each Studio Time session will include
transportation and dinner for the artist. Each student’s first 4 weeks will be covered by B Lovee
LLC & Sponsors. After the first month, if student’s wish to continue, they will have the choice to
become Lovee Dealers.
Lovee Dealers will be provided with “product,” including books, merchandise, and apparel to sell
and bring in personal income to add towards their Studio Time. Lovee Dealers will be expected
to cover 25% of the cost for their Studio Time each month after the first month. This will teach
the young artist entrepreneurship, money management, brand building, and responsibility.
Donations for Studio Time are always appreciated at bloveespeaks.com/donations, however the
biggest need right now is Agape Sponsors. Agape Sponsors will provide consistent and
unconditional support for the amount of time agreed upon. This will guarantee a schedule for the
young artist to prepare and look forward to. The cost per student, per month is $550.00
including recording, dinner, and transportation.
We look forward to partnering with you and your organization in order to provide the greatest
experience for these young Kings and Queens!
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